THE DANCER!

SPECIAL ILLUSTRATED EDITION!
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IT WAS JANUARY, 1974... MARIA, MY SECRETARY, AND I HAD JUST COME HOME FROM AN EVENING'S DANCING WITH FRIENDS AT A LOCAL NIGHT CLUB, WHEN BEFORE FALLING ASLEEP, I BEGAN PRAYING FOR ONE OF THE WOMEN THERE WHOM WE'VE TALKED WITH MANY TIMES! WHILE I PRAYED FOR HER AND ABOUT OUR NEXT MEETING TOGETHER, I FELL INTO A TRANCE LIKE STATE AND RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING READING FOR HER—"THE DANCER!!".

THE LOVE OF JESUS TOUCHES HER THROUGH DAVID! SHE FEELS I HAVE SOMETHING!—SHE DOESN'T KNOW WHAT IT IS, BUT HER SPIRIT IS SUCKING TO SEE IF IT'S THERE!... SHE LOVES THE WORDS OF DAVID!... THEY FEED HER SOUL!... SHE LOVES TO LISTEN!... THEY'RE LIKE FOOD AND DRINK TO HER SPIRIT! -- IT'S SO HUNGRY!...

By Father David from Letter No. 323 (Written: Jan. 1974) © 1977 by True Komm, Pf. 241, 8021 Zurich, Switzerland
Next time I want to talk to her about the teachings of Jesus!... I love her with the Lord's love!... the law of love!... who doesn't want love? who doesn't like love?

Everybody does!

No, not everyone!... not those who are against love!... the church people are for law!... they say they're for love, but they're not!... God's only law is love!... but they're against love!... they're for law!... they kill with the letter of the law!...
THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW OF LOVE IS LIFE!... HELP ME, LORD, TO SHOW FORTH THY LOVE!... HELP HER TO KNOW THE LOVE OF THY SPIRIT THROUGH A FATHER THAT SHE CAN SEE...

I WANT HER TO KNOW THAT IT IS HE AND NOT ME! I JUST REPRESENT HIM! SHE SEES HIM IN ME!

"SHE SEES YOU IN ME, JESUS!... SHE WANTS ME BECAUSE SHE WANTS YOU, JESUS! HELP HER TO LOVE THEE, LORD, EVEN THROUGH ME! ENCOURAGE HER, IN JESUS' NAME, TO KISS THE BOSOM OF THY LOVE!... HELP HER TO KNOW YOU LOVE HER, LORD!--THAT SHE MAY KNOW THY LOVE THROUGH THE LOVE AND EMBRACES OF DAVID!"
"HELP HER TO KNOW
WHEN I LOVE HER
YOU LOVE HER, LORD!
HELP ME TO HUG
AND EMBRACE
AND KISS HER
IN THY SPIRIT
AND TO UNDERSTAND
AND KNOW IT IS
THY LOVE! THE
WORDS THAT
COME FROM
THE BOSOM OF
THY FATHER
ARE AS MILK
AND HONEY TO
HER SOUL, SO
THAT SHE LONGS
TO EAT AND
DRINK LIKE A
THIRSTY SOUL AT
THE FOUNTAIN AND
SHE COMES BACK
FOR MORE!"

"HER LOVER CAN NEVER
CAPTURE HER SPIRIT!
HE KNOWS THERE IS
SOMETHING WRONG,
SOMETHING HE
CAN'T... HE'S NOT
REACHING HER! YOU
HAVE TO TEACH HIM,
HE CAN NEVER
CAPTURE HER
SPIRIT UNLESS
HE'S MORE
SPIRITUAL!... HE MUST
HAVE THE SPIRIT
OF GOD!"
How can he have it?

Tell him to read the Bible and pray and love Jesus and he'll have what she needs and what she hungers for -- the words of God's love!

"She's so hungry... she's so beautiful and so much of everything in the flesh, yet her spirit is so starved and hungry!"

"He loves her... he does in his way... but he doesn't know how to help her! He tries to help her, but he doesn't know how... he thinks if he takes her out dancing, it will get her mind out of those depressions -- and it does... but she needs somebody's arms around her all the time! She's so afraid! That's why he lets me talk to her, because he feels it does her good!"
HE'S TRYING TO PUSH HER, BUT HE DOESN'T KNOW HOW BECAUSE HE'S DOWN THERE, TOO!... HE'S TRYING TO PUSH HER UP, BUT HE CAN'T GET OUT!... SHE HAS TO HAVE A HAND FROM ABOVE, NOT ONLY A PUSH FROM BELOW!... HE HELPS HER ONLY IN THE FLESH!... HE DOESN'T KNOW HOW TO HELP HER IN THE SPIRIT BECAUSE HE'S NOT SPIRITUAL ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND THE BASIC CAUSES, SO HE REALLY DOESN'T KNOW WHAT TO DO!

SHE'S REACHING UP WHERE I AM.... HE'S TRYING TO HELP HER, TRYING TO PUSH HER UP, BUT HE'S STUCK HIMSELF!... HELP US TO HELP HER!... HELP ME TO REACH OUT AND TAKE HER HAND NO MATTER WHAT?!... HELP ME, LORD, TO HOLD HER UP IN THE SPIRIT!... HER SPIRIT UNDERSTANDS, BUT HER FLESH IS STILL CARNAL, AND GETS IN HER WAY, AND MY WAY, TOO!... HELP HIM TO UNDERSTAND!
"She tries to dance it off, but the strain gets too much!... She starts off and wants to be admired, but on the other hand, the pressure of the attention is too much!... Her admirers don't give anything to her!... They just pull on her!... They drain her!... They all take, even the men that look at her are only taking!... They're not giving anything!...

"She wishes somebody could just love her for herself instead of her body, her beauty and her dancing!... She wishes somebody could reach into her heart and her aching spirit and help her, love her!... She almost hates men who admire her beauty!..."
“SHE ALMOST HATES HER BEAUTY EVEN, BECAUSE IT GETS IN THE WAY AND MAKES MEN BOTHER HER!... IT MAKES HER DISGUSTED WITH THEM BECAUSE THEY DESIRE HER FOR THE WRONG REASONS, AND SHE'S LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ELSE!...”

“THAT'S WHY SHE CLINGS TO US, BECAUSE SHE KNOWS WE TRY TO GIVE HER SOMETHING!... SHE KNOWS WE'RE TRYING TO HELP HER AND WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING... WE'RE NOT TRYING TO DRAIN HER OR POSSESS HER!... WE'RE ONLY GIVING...”

“There are two reasons why she reads those books on mysticism and the occult: she's hungry for the spiritual and she's afraid of that sort of thing, and she's trying to learn about it so she can somehow prevent it!”
“...It’s like she’s falling over the edge, and her eyes are angry because I don’t help her more! She can’t understand why I don’t help her! If I don’t take her hand and pull her up...”

“Why don’t you help me?... You just sit there!... You don’t help me!... I reach out for you and you don’t take my hand, and my lover doesn’t even understand. I can’t tell him because I’m afraid to tell him!...”

“She keeps sliding slowly back into the dark holding out her hand to me for help!... Help me to get ahold of her hand!... Help me to help her, Lord Jesus!... Help me not to be afraid of her, Lord!... Afraid she’ll think I just want her body!... I like her body, but that’s not what I want!... I want her spirit!”

“It’s scary!... I never expected to see her like that... she came in such anger!”
"SHE WANTS TO TAKE MY HAND AND DANCE WITH ME IN THE SPIRIT LIKE SHE DANCES WITH HIM IN THE FLESH!... SHE NEEDS A PARTNER!... SHE HAS NOBODY TO DANCE WITH HER SPIRIT!..."

I WISH YOU WOULD TAKE MY HAND AND ASK ME TO DANCE WITH YOU!

"HER FEET ARE SLIDING OVER THE EDGE!... SHE CAN'T KEEP HER BALANCE!... SHE WANTS ME TO TAKE HER IN MY ARMS IN THE SPIRIT AND HOLD HER TIGHT TO KEEP HER FROM FALLING!... SHE'S SO AFRAID SHE'S GOING TO SLIP AND LOSE HER BALANCE IF I DON'T HOLD HER TIGHT AND LEAD HER IN THE DANCE!... SHE HAS TO HAVE MY LEAD OR SHE DOESN'T KNOW WHAT TO DO!... SHE LOSES HER BALANCE!... HELP ME, LORD, TO HOLD ON TIGHT TO HER!... FORGIVE ME, LORD, FOR NOT TAKING HER HAND!... I'M AFRAID TO TOUCH HER!... SHE WANTS MY HAND, BUT I'M AFRAID OF HER, OF BIG GIRLS!... BUT HER SPIRIT ISN'T BIG: IT'S SO LITTLE!... THEY ALL WANT HER BODY, THEY ALL LUST AFTER HER FLESH, BUT NO MAN CARES FOR HER SPIRIT!..."
"I wanted to take her hand that night at the table and look into her eyes and speak to her heart, but I was afraid of people. She wanted to take my hand... but I was afraid... I was afraid!

I reach out for you, and you don't HELP me!

Help me to help her, Lord Jesus! Help me not to be afraid... O Lord Jesus, help me to show I love her like a father!

"She has guilt feelings of some past experiences and I believe these are part of her problem and they help cause some of her moods, and depressions and fears!... dancing and just having someone to talk to helps her!... she wanted to go on with her dancing career, but she found the mental pressure got too great- the strain got too great between the physical and the mental... she also gets discouraged about the present, for she doesn't feel she's getting anywhere-- and she worries about the future and the unknown, and this makes her feel even worse!..."
“But only God can really help her, only His love is the lasting answer for which she longs!... She seeks for truth, for answers, for real love, for satisfaction of spirit, for food for her soul!... She wants to dance in the spirit with real joy and exuberance like the blythe breath of spring, full of eternal life, peace and happiness!...”

“...her flesh weights her down while her spirit longs for freedom--the freedom of spirit that only God can give!”
"And she can only have it if she dances for Him, the King, in the Court of His Kingdom for the King of Kings, inspired by His Spirit to such heavenly heights of steps she's never known before—steps of such joyful dancing she can learn only from the Lover of her soul, thrilled with the ecstasy of the climax of the love of all loves—Jesus!"
...LATER WE GAVE "THE DANCER" A COPY OF THIS READING AND SHE SAID IT WAS ALL TRUE...

DO YOU NEED LOVE LIKE THIS? — COME DANCE WITH US IN ONE OF OUR LOVING HOMES OR DISCOS OR POORBOY CLUBS! ...WE HAVE ALL THE LOVE YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR BECAUSE WE HAVE THE LOVER OF ALL LOVERS -- JESUS! ... VISIT US TODAY AND FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN HAVE SUCH LOVE FOREVER! ... WE LOVE YOU! ... THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF US IN HUNDREDS OF HOMES AROUND THE WORLD! ... COME AND LOVE TODAY!
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